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The gray wolf Canis lupus range in central Europe is dynamically expanding, reconnecting previously isolated populations.
Thus, a recent paper has proposed to merge the current Baltic and Central European (CE) wolf management units, which
are no longer isolated by distance. However, recent genetic findings indicate that these two populations are not genetically
homogenous. Here we review the most recent data on wolf genetic structure in central Europe and show that even though
the CE and Baltic wolves represent the same phylogeographic lineage, their demographic history has resulted in significant
genetic structure between these two populations. While the groups are interconnected by moderate gene flow, it is not high
This work is licensed under the terms of a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (CC-BY) <http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/>. The license permits
use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited.
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enough to reduce the strong founder signal observed in the CE population, suggesting that population dynamics within
the CE wolf range are largely independent from those of its source (Baltic) population. Consequently, a management unit
combining the CE and Baltic wolves would not form a demographically coherent entity. Thus, we recommend that conservation management units maintain their separate status.
Keywords: gray wolf, Canis lupus, population managament units, genetic structure, recolonisation

The recent recovery of large carnivores in Europe (Chapron et al. 2014) has led to range expansion and reconnection
of previously isolated populations. The delineation of populations as units for conservation management is difficult,
especially in species with dynamic ranges and propensities
to disperse, such as European large carnivores in general and
wolves in particular (Linnell et al. 2005, Blanco and Cortes
2007, Fabbri et al. 2007, Kojola et al. 2009, Andersen et al.
2015, Nowak and Mysłajek 2016, Ražen et al. 2016, Reinhardt et al. 2019). The current wolf population subdivision
in Europe is based on the ‘Guidelines for population level
management plans’ (Linnell et al. 2008) of the Large Carnivore Initiative for Europe (LCIE), a working group of the
Species Survival Commission of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature. These guidelines were developed in
the context of the EU Habitats Directive and the need to
manage large carnivores as entire biological units, i.e. at a
population level rather than within the boundaries of single
member states or even smaller administrative units. European large carnivore populations were delineated by Linnell et al. (2008), with continuity in distribution being a
key discriminating factor. As pointed out by Linnell et al.
(2008), population borders ‘need to be reassessed as carnivore populations expand and contract, and more fine scaled
data become available’.
The wolf range in central Europe is expanding dynamically
(Nowak and Mysłajek 2016, Nowak et al. 2017, Hulva et al.
2018, Reinhardt et al. 2019, Szewczyk et al. 2019), justifying a re-evaluation of the geographic borders between the
currently defined populations. Gula et al. (2020) recently
addressed this issue in a paper that concluded the Baltic and
Central European (hereinafter CE) wolf populations should
no longer be treated as different populations. We welcome
their paper’s contribution to the ongoing debate and value
its new insights on landscape connectivity. While we agree
with Gula et al. (2020) that distance no longer isolates the
CE wolf population from the Baltic wolf population, we
disagree that they form a continuum in terms of genetic
structure. Their conclusions are not supported by recent
genetic findings (Lesniak et al. 2017, Szewczyk et al. 2019)
and represent a biased interpretation of previous studies on
the genetic structure of wolves in central Europe. Gula et al.
(2020) stated that ‘there is an urgent need to provide accurate and up-to-date information on the species population
structure’, and we here focus on the most recent data, which
show significant genetic structure between these two populations. We also dispute some of their interpretations of earlier molecular genetic studies and analyses of data on wolf
presence and distribution in western Poland before and after
2000. Additionally, we briefly discuss other factors – mainly
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socio-political – that support the current delineation of wolf
management units in central Europe.

Recent molecular genetic data support the
distinctiveness of the Central European wolf
population
The claim of Gula et al. (2020) that there is no genetic structuring in wolves across the Polish lowlands is based on a brief
review of three papers: a mtDNA-based phylogeographic
study by Pilot et al. (2010), a Europe-wide analysis using a
large SNP panel (Stronen et al. 2013), and a paper focused
on wolf population structure within Poland (Czarnomska et al. 2013). We argue that Gula et al.’s (2020) reasoning
has several flaws. Firstly, the authors make a series of questionable assumptions, as genetic connectivity is not necessarily equal to demographic connectivity (detailed discussion in
the Supporting information). Secondly, as Pilot et al. (2010)
and Stronen et al. (2013) included only a single sample from
the area west of the Vistula River in Poland, we − including
those of us who co-authored these papers − strongly caution against making inferences about genetic population
structure in wolves from areas west and east of the Vistula
River on the basis of these results. Finally, our interpretation of Czarnomska et al. (2013) differs from the conclusions of Gula et al. (2020), as discussed below. Furthermore,
we highlight other recent studies – omitted by Gula et al.
(2020) – that provide evidence for wolf population genetic
structure within the lowland part of central Europe.
The first results indicating east–west structuring in the
region were published by Lesniak et al. (2017) in a paper
focussing on the endoparasite richness of wolves recolonizing Germany, which genotyped 13 microsatellite loci of 53
dead German wolves included in the parasitological analysis. Subsequent Bayesian clustering analyses that included
reference genotypes from the Alpine, Carpathian and Baltic
wolf populations showed nearly all German wolves formed a
single, distinct CE wolf cluster, suggesting this newly established population is genetically separated from its source (presumably Baltic) population. Interestingly, out of 17 wolves
sampled in Germany, but not assigned to any local pack
(putative immigrants), only one clustered with the Baltic reference genotypes, 13 were grouped with the CE cluster and
three showed intermediate genotypes. This indicated that 1)
the geographic range of the CE genetic group extends east of
the German border and 2) a contact zone exists between the
CE and Baltic genetic groups, likely in Poland. However, the
contact zone and the rate and patterns of gene flow between
the two genetically separated groups remained unknown.

These questions were recently addressed by Szewczyk et al.
(2019). This study was the first to cover the whole wolf range
in Poland, including all recently recolonized areas. It also
included reference samples from the whole of Lithuania and
most of Slovakia, and several from Belarus, Ukraine and the
Czech Republic. Microsatellite genotypes based on the panel
from Lesniak et al. (2017) were analysed using spatial and
non-spatial Bayesian clustering and multivariate discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC). All results
were congruent, showing clear separation of three genetic
clusters, corresponding to the CE, Baltic and Carpathian
wolf populations. The spatial distribution of the identified
genetic groups was roughly concordant with the current wolf

populations as defined by Linnell et al. (2008) for this area
(Fig. 1). One region in northern Poland east of the Vistula
River was assigned to the CE wolf population by GENELAND software, whereas in DAPC and STRUCTURE analyses it was identified as an intermediary population. Another
admixture hotspot was identified in south-central Poland
(west of the Vistula River), in a contact zone of the CE, Baltic and Carpathian populations. In other regions admixture
was relatively low, with the vast majority of individuals from
western Poland assigned to the CE cluster, and > 90% of
wolves from Lithuania, Belarus and the easternmost Polish
regions assigned to the Baltic cluster. These results are concordant with gene flow estimates, which indicated nearly

Figure 1. Current distribution of the Central European grey wolf population, adjacent populations in eastern Europe and possible scenarios
of wolf management unit (MU) delineation in central Europe in the context of spatial distribution of identified genetic clusters and management policy. (A) Current wolf populations (following Linnell et al. 2008, Chapron et al. 2014, Diserens et al. 2017, Boitani 2018). (B)
Re-evaluated MUs according to the proposal of Gula et al. (2020) N.B.: The line between the Central European and Baltic management
units is indicative, as Gula et al. (2020) make no clear suggestion, but simply state that the border ‘should be moved west’. (C) Hypothetical MUs strictly following genetic divisions. (D) Wolf management policies in CE countries. Apart from in the genetic contact zones shown
on the maps (mixed colour; based on Szewczyk et al. 2019), smaller admixture hotspots and enclaves of wolves of lowland origin have been
identified in Slovakia, within the Carpathian MU (Hulva et al. 2018), which are beyond the resolution of the figure. In scenario C, we
assumed that identified contact zones/admixture hotspots should be managed separately until it can be determined whether they have
evolved into distinct subpopulations or merged with one of the source populations. Genetic divisions were based mainly on clustering
results from Szewczyk et al. (2019), but also synthesized information from earlier works of Pilot et al. (2006, 2010), Czarnomska et al.
(2013), Stronen et al. (2013), Lesniak et al. (2017) and Hulva et al. (2018). Sources of wolf distribution data are listed in the Supporting
information. Distribution in Belarus, Russia and Ukraine is approximate and may not include fine-scale distribution gaps and possible
recent range reductions. Distributions of the Alpine, Dinaric-Balkan and Scandinavian wolf populations, which are beyond the scope of
this paper, are not shown on the maps.
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unhampered dispersal within the CE wolf population and
high immigration levels in the ‘contact zones’, but a relatively low rate of long-distance gene flow between western
Poland and the Baltic wolf population (Szewczyk et al.
2019). Accordingly, the results from Szewczyk et al. (2019)
suggest that population dynamics within the CE wolf
range are largely independent from those in the Baltic wolf
population.
The genetic distinctiveness of CE wolves has been attributed to a strong founder effect and allele surfing (Szewczyk et al. 2019), as both, mtDNA haplotypes and patterns of
microsatellite diversity (e.g. lack of private alleles) confirmed
that the CE wolves originate from the Baltic wolf population, in line with the earlier findings of Czarnomska et al.
(2013). However, the founder event strongly altered microsatellite allele frequencies, leading to divergence of the
CE cluster (Szewczyk et al. 2019). A similar event occurred
when wolves recolonized the Alps, which involved a significant founder effect, resulting in clear genetic separation of
Alpine wolves from their Apennine ancestors (Fabbri et al.
2007). Therefore, Alpine wolves are now considered a separate population (Boitani 2018).
Do the recent findings of Szewczyk et al. (2019) contradict those of Czarnomska et al. (2013)? In our view these two
studies offer separate temporal perspectives on the development of the CE population (Supporting information), and
we interpret the findings of Czarnomska et al. (2013) differently to Gula et al. (2020). Firstly, we are puzzled by the
statement of Gula et al. (2020) that the ‘results of analyses of
11 wolf microsatellite loci by Czarnomska et al. (2013) also
showed no genetic differentiation within wolves inhabiting
the Polish lowlands’. The opposite is true: Czarnomska et al.
(2013) reported clear microsatellite and mitochondrial
DNA substructuring within the lowland region. Secondly,
Czarnomska et al. (2013) analysed samples collected from
2001 to 2009, when wolves in western Poland and Germany
occurred in discontinuous, mostly small or even ephemeral
subpopulations or single packs (Nowak and Mysłajek 2016,
Reinhardt et al. 2019). Thus, at this relatively early stage of
the CE population’s growth and expansion, the founder signal may have been much less pronounced. Still, Czarnomska et al. (2013) reported moderate, statistically significant
pairwise FST values between western Poland and most of the
eastern lowland regions, with the exception of the area Szewczyk et al. (2019) later identified as the contact zone of the
CE and Baltic wolves.
Notably, Szewczyk et al. (2019) also detected a subdivision within the Baltic cluster, whereby wolves from the
south-eastern Polish lowlands (‘Roztocze’ region) formed a
fourth genetic group, probably representing the westernmost
extent of the so-called ‘Ukrainian Steppe’ or ‘Pontic’ population identified in earlier phylogeographic studies (Pilot et al.
2006, 2010, Stronen et al. 2013). Concordantly, this cluster was also identified in spatially explicit SAMOVA and
GENELAND analyses by Czarnomska et al. (2013). Thus,
from a genetic point of view, these wolves also qualify as a
separate population.
It is interesting to note that the reasons for the existence
of genetically well-separated wolf populations within Europe
is still unknown, given the species’ high capacity to disperse
across long-distances and adapt its behaviour to a wide range
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of habitats. There are indications that long distance dispersers are less successful in reproducing than wolves that stay
in the vicinity of their natal territory. Liberg et al. (2010)
showed that most long distance dispersers did not successfully reproduce. Reinhardt et al. (2019) assumed that during the early stage of population recovery in Germany, only
the long distance dispersers that happened to establish their
territory on active military training areas survived and reproduced successfully. Therefore the ability to disperse over
long distances does not necessarily translate proportionately
into genetic connectivity. This is supported by the studies
of Hulva et al. (2018) and Szewczyk et al. (2019), which
showed few admixed genotypes between the Central European and Carpathian populations. Their results therefore
support the population delineation by Linnell et al. (2008).
In future, to track the dynamics of wolf population boundaries, the population status of European wolves should be
assessed with genetic monitoring using a method harmonized across regions and studies targeting adaptive processes.

Other arguments favouring separate
management of the CE and Baltic
populations
Ideally, population management units consist of demographically coherent entities: management in one region
should not counter management efforts in another region
that is demographically connected, nor should management
plans assume that local management actions are balanced in
demographically disconnected areas (Mills 2007). The best
approximation for demographic entities in the gray wolf are
population genetic clusters. However, the current division in
Europe is not based on genetics. The population subdivision
according to the guidelines of Linnell et al. (2008) is pragmatic and often based on distribution gaps and geographical
features. At first sight, the present geographical proximity
of the CE and Baltic populations and their connection via
dispersal corridors seem to justify considering them as a
single continuous population. However, as has been shown
by genetic analyses, this connection does not automatically
translate into high levels of gene flow (Szewczyk et al. 2019),
and therefore does not translate into demographic continuity. Moreover, appropriate management should not only be
based on demographic and geographical factors, but should
also consider, for example, that the functional role of large
carnivores can vary across landscape environmental gradients (Kuijper et al. 2016, 2019). In central Europe, there
are notable differences in environmental and anthropogenic
features between eastern Poland and the CE population
range (western Poland and Germany), e.g. in topography,
climate, forest structure and ownership, transport infrastructure and urbanization, to list only the most important (Eurostat 2020). These factors, and especially the anthropogenic
aspects, have a growing impact on the spatial distribution,
reproduction success and mortality of CE wolves (Nowak
and Mysłajek 2016, Reinhardt et al. 2019).
Regarding socio-political aspects, Gula et al. (2020) state
that wolves inhabiting the lowlands on both sides of the
Vistula River have similar conservation statuses, management regimes and conflicts with humans. However, while

this is somewhat true at the Polish national level (despite e.g.
a significant deficiency in the Natura 2000 coverage of the
wolf range in western Poland, as reported by Diserens et al.
2017), it is not the case for the Gula et al.’s (2020) proposed
Baltic management unit as a whole, which would reach from
Estonia, Belarus and Russia to eastern Germany, spanning
very different management regimes (Trouwborst 2018, Fig.
1). Wolf management in Poland (legal protection) is similar
to that in Germany, the Czech Republic and the recently
recolonized countries in the western part of central Europe
(Fig. 1D), which differs markedly from management in the
Baltic states (game species, heavy harvest) and especially
Belarus and Russia (persecution; Jędrzejewski 2010). Moreover, countries inhabited by CE wolves have similar policies
on wolf–dog hybridization (WDH) management (monitoring and lethal removal of hybrids identified genetically).
However, in Belarus and Ukraine WDH is not managed
(Salvatori et al. 2020), what may explain elevated introgression rates in some regions of eastern Europe (Pilot et al.
2018). Thus, from a conservation management perspective, we regard there to be no practical basis for Gula et al.’s
(2020) proposal that ‘the border between the current central
European and Baltic management units should be moved
west [how far west was not stated by the authors] (…) while
wolves occupying western Poland and possibly eastern Germany should be incorporated into the Baltic unit’, which
could in fact impede the effective long-term conservation of
wolves and their ecological function in the region.

Historical and current wolf occurrence in
western Poland
Historical wolf occurrence data for western Poland (reviewed
by Nowak and Mysłajek 2017) contradict Gula et al.’s
(2020) statements that this species was permanently present and regularly reproducing in western Poland since 1971,
and that the recovery of wolves in this area began in the
early 1980s. In our opinion Gula et al. (2020) should clearly
differentiate between permanent and sporadic wolf occurrence following established standards (Chapron et al. 2014).
Chapron et al. (2014) treated cells of reference grid maps of
the European Environmental Agency as permanently occupied by wolves if they were occupied by the species at least
50% of the time over three years or more and/or where there
was either confirmed reproduction or the presence of resident adult females. On the other hand, cells with occasional
presence of wolves (e.g. dispersers) and/or no reproduction
were defined as ‘sporadic occurrence’. Nowak and Mysłajek
(2017) applied Chapron et al.’s (2014) standards to the same
occurrence data as used in Gula et al. (2020), and found
that from 1975 to 1997, under hunting exploitation, wolf
presence was sporadic in western Poland, despite very good
quality habitats and high densities of wild ungulates. Only
solitary individuals or single small ephemeral wolf groups
were present in just one to maximum four forest tracts per
year. Most of these wolves were harvested before their first
reproduction. Longer persistence including reproduction
(from 2 to 8 years) was recorded in only three packs inhabiting three different forest tracts, but finally all were shot (Fig.
2 in Nowak and Mysłajek 2017). According to Nowak and

Mysłajek (2017) the simplified forest structure and a regular, dense network of sandy forest roads in western Poland
allowed hunters to easily detect and shoot wolves. This hunting activity prevented wolf recovery across western Poland.
The scarcity of wolves in western Poland before and just
after 2000 was confirmed during the first national wolf
and lynx census (Jędrzejewski et al. 2002) and in studies
on wolf recovery in western Poland in 2001–2016 (Nowak
and Mysłajek 2016, Nowak et al. 2017). These studies were
performed by experienced wolf researchers and used yearround wolf tracking, detection of scent-marks and remains
of wolf prey, howling stimulation, wolf genetics and camera
trapping. These data were then analysed according to the
international standards detailed in Reinhardt et al. (2015).
These occurrence data used the so-called categories C1 and
C2, which reflect either undeniable proof (photographic or
genetic evidence, C1) or observations (visual, scat, tracks,
C2) validated by a professional researcher (MolinariJobin et al. 2012, Reinhardt et al. 2015). Gula et al. (2020),
in their analysis of wolf range changes in western Poland
in 2001–2017 (Fig. 1, 2 and Table 1 in Gula et al. 2020),
mostly used data from questionnaires filled by hunters and
foresters, and records in the Atlas of Polish Mammals provided by various observers (most of whom were not wolf
experts). Given the lack of expert verification and validation,
such data should be categorized as C3 (unconfirmed observation), thus being less reliable (Molinari-Jobin et al. 2012,
Reinhardt et al. 2015). Hence, the recent wolf distribution
in different regions of Poland as well as wolf range changes
presented by Gula et al. (2020) are questionable.

Conclusions
The current division of wolves in central Europe into the
CE and Baltic populations was delineated 12 years ago
(Linnell et al. 2008) based on non-genetic criteria. However, it reflects management strategies adopted by different
European countries (Boitani 2018) quite well, and accords
with genetic structure revealed on the basis of comprehensive genetic sampling across the range of both populations
(Szewczyk et al. 2019, Fig. 1A). We encourage additional
fine-scale studies on genetic structure and gene flow across
the CE and Baltic management units, and inclusion of the
subsequent genetic findings into future reassessments of
population structure. Furthermore, to make sensible predictions about the demographic and genetic consequences of
different management scenarios on the CE and Baltic wolf
populations, robust and reliable spatially explicit predictive
population models that integrate the aforementioned information should be developed.
Although the CE and Baltic wolves represent the same
phylogeographic lineage, their recent demographic histories
have resulted in clearly divergent allele frequencies (Szewczyk et al. 2019). The populations are connected by ecological
corridors (Huck et al. 2011, Gula et al. 2020), but currently
the gene flow between them, possibly hampered by sinksource dynamics created by lethal management in the Baltic
states, Belarus and Russia (Kaliningrad), is not high enough
to effectively reduce the strong founder signal observed in
the CE population (Szewczyk et al. 2019). Consequently,
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the groups are to a large extent demographically independent, suggesting that from a biogeographical perspective
they should be considered as parapatric populations. In this
sense, the groups qualify as distinct populations as defined
by Waples and Gaggiotti (2006): ‘A group of individuals of
the same species living in close enough proximity that any
member of the group can potentially mate with any other
member’, whereas a management unit combining CE and
Baltic wolves would not fulfil this criterion. Hence, at least
for the time being, it appears appropriate for conservation
management to continue considering the Baltic and CE
populations as separate management units, maintaining the
current border between them.
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